
Mini Cairo  4 Days / 3 Nights 
 

Day 1| Arrive Cairo 

Meet and Greet at Cairo Airport 
Arrive Cairo airport, where you will be met by our representative after passport control 
and before luggage collecting. Later you will be transferred to your hotel. 
 

Day 2| Sakkara / Memphis / Pyramids of Giza / Sphinx. 

Meals Included: B.  
09:00 AM Begin the day with a visit to Saqqara, the ancient burial site. On the site, which is 

considered by many archaeologists to be one of the world's most important excavations, 
is the Step Pyramid, which was constructed by Imhotep in the 27th century BC.  The 
pyramid is part of the tomb complex of Zoser, who was the first Pharaoh of the Old 
Kingdom.  The pyramid began as a simple mastaba, or long, flat tomb building. Continue 
to Memphis which was the capital of Egypt during the Old Kingdom (ca 2700-2180 BC). 
At the ancient city of Memphis, we will see several statues in a garden-like setting 
including the colossal statue of Ramses the Great. Then to Giza Plateau with the famous 
Great Pyramid and Sphinx. Dominating the plateau and running in a southwest diagonal 
through the site are the three pyramids of the pharaohs Khufu, Khafra, and Menkaura. 
The northernmost, and the largest, one belongs to Khufu. Khafra's pyramid is built 
precisely on a southwest diagonal to his father's pyramid, as well as having been built on 
higher ground to create the illusion of being bigger. The pyramid of Menkaura is much 
smaller and is not aligned along the same diagonal line as the other two pyramids. The 
Sphinx is the largest monolith statue in the world and it is the oldest known monumental 
sculpture. Commonly held to have been built by ancient Egyptians of the Old Kingdom 
during the reign of the Pharaoh Khafra there are some who believe it is much, much 
older. 
Return to the hotel and enjoy the remainder of the evening at your leisure.                     (B) 

 
Day 3| Egyptian Museum / Citadel / Coptic Cairo / Khan EL Khalili 

Meals Included: B. 
Leave the hotel and head to the famous Egyptian Museum where you can see the unique 
and only collection of Pharaonic art, starting with the Old Kingdom Collection, on to the 
Middle and New Kingdom galleries and Greco-Roman periods. The museum contains the 
world's most extensive collection of pharaonic antiquities; no visit to Egypt is complete 
without a trip through its galleries. The original collection was established in the late 19th 
century under Auguste Mariette and housed in Boulaq. The objects were moved in 1891 
to the palace of Ismail Pasha in Giza before being transferred in 1902 to the current 
building at Tahrir Square, which is the first purpose-built museum edifice in the world. 
  
Continue to Coptic Cairo, were you will visit Hanging Church, dating to the late 4th and 
early 5th Century, this basilica was named "Al-Mu'allaqah" because it was built on top of 
the south gate of the Fortress of Babylon. Continue to Church of St. Sergius, dating back 
to the beginning of the 5th Century, this basilica is built on the cave in which the Holy 
Family stayed and is regarded by visitors as a source of blessing.  

 Heading to the recently restored Synagogue of Ben Ezra-- the oldest Jewish synagogue in 
Egypt. Despite the 45 Jewish families that remain in Cairo, the synagogue is no longer 



operational. Drive to Mokattam Hill where Old fortress built by Salah El Din Al Ayoubi, 
you will see The Citadel encompasses the Mosque of Mohamed Ali. 
 
Continue to El Moez Street. In 2008, Moez street turned to be an open-air Museum. It is 
one of the most amazing streets in Islamic Cairo it dates back to the Fatimid era and has 
almost all types of Islamic architecture decorated with Arabic calligraphy. It has recently 
been renovated and it is a place to see and I recommend going at the time of the sunset 
to get the most out of the experience to witness the lighting of the mosques and the 
skyline is breath taking. 
 

Finishing the tour with the fascinating Khan El-Khalili Bazaar – reputed to be the largest 
bazaar in the Middle East. Originally founded as a watering stop for caravanserai in the 
14th century, the bazaar has now grown to vast proportions. As you wander through the 
labyrinth of narrow streets you will find workshops and stalls selling all manner of things 
from woodwork, glassware and leather goods to perfumes, fabrics and Pharaonic 
curiosities 
Back to Hotel                    (B) 
 

Day 4| Final Departure. 

Meals Included: B. 
Breakfast buffet on board and check out. 
Check out and meet our representative in the lobby for your private transfer to Cairo 
Airport to board you Flight Back to Home.  
 

 

End of our services, wish you a nice trip 

 

 

 


